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Abstract
This thesis highlights the importance of visuals and photography as significant enhancers in the
learning process for students of all ages. There is both scientific and anecdotal evidence that
illustrates the compelling impact of imagery and photography on not only academic education, but
for the personal development and growth for students. Photography is often a medium for exercising
creativity and self-reflection. As an activity, photography stimulates imagination while also exercising
the ability to follow fundamental principles and limitations (timing, lighting, etc.) in order to take that
perfect shot. As humans, we are driven primarily by our vision as both biological and neurological
evidence suggests. Right now, especially in countries overseas, education systems are rather
antiquated and still grounded by abstract learning. Thus, discovering new ways to create a better
learning process that is centered around imagery and imagery-guided methodologies will enhance
our next generation’s exposure to more effective learning methods. Technology has grown at such a
rapid pace that vision technology and artificial intelligence is on the brink of disrupting education.
These new technologies even serve to improve the photography experience and can create a myriad
of learning opportunities in this field.

Introduction
This thesis is an exploration of the significance of imagery and photography in the
learning process. As an art major, I understand the meaning of the phrase “A picture is
worth a thousand words”. As a teacher, I know what difference a few images can make in
terms of a student being able to gain an understanding about a complex concept. We
humans are visually dependent creatures; from the moment we are born, before even
learning our first language, our brain begins to process stimuli based on images captured
through the eyes. In fact, we do more “seeing” than any other activity. Our minds are
designed to have massive storage capacity for visual details.1 Thus, it is no surprise that in
our nature we have been trained to visually learn since the very beginning. The goal of this
thesis book is to provide my background and examine different facets of imagery and
photography as they have influenced people life and their learning process as a whole.

1
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Research Questions + Methodology

Thus, in order to prove this thesis, we establish three primary research questions.
1) What can be a more effective teaching tool in education?
2) Why can imagery and photography as a visualization tool enhance teaching and
learning quality?
3) What are the different effects photography can have on education?

Our methodology in order to provide answers to our primary research questions is to
utilize literature review, case studies, education journals, and visual essay. Our research and
results will be highlighted in the following chapters.
This Thesis is presented in two volumes. Volume 1 contains chapters on Personal
Achievement from Imagery and Photography; The Power of Imagery and Photography; and
Imagery and Photography interact with education in different ways. Volume 2 is a visual
essay titled The Immigrant Lady Lives In Chinatown.

v

CHAPTER ONE:
Personal Achievement from Imagery and
Photography
Background + Memoir
Before we dive into the scientific and conceptual details behind the importance of
imagery while learning, I thought it was important to provide context on what motivated me
to pursue this particular thesis and to highlight the impact that imagery and photography
has had on my own life growing up. As somebody who has constantly moved from city to
city, I have always been forced to adapt to new situations and learn new things very quickly.
I want to provide here real-world examples from my personal connections with learning
through imagery and photography in hopes of setting a foundation for more abstract
explanations that will come later in the thesis. In addition, as a very visual-focused person, I
1

also want to highlight the importance of imagery in terms of memory. Thus, I describe my
childhood in some details, as a showcase of the importance of imagery as it pertains to the
recall portion of my memory retrieval process. Here, therefore is my story…

The defining theme of my childhood is that I’ve never really settled in any particular city
for over a decade in my 25-years of life. I was born in Harbin, a city in Northern China which
is very close to Russia. It is still referred to as the Soviet Union at the time. Many refugees
from Soviet Union escaped from the war situation and fled to Harbin, as evidenced by the
Russian architectural style of the city. I have vivid memories of a beautiful church whose
architecture was modeled after that of the buildings in Russia. I also remembered the
pedestrianized zone that I always thought was a brick road until I later learned that 2-meter
long stone pillars were embedded to build the road. The road would be covered by so much
snow in the winter till the brick vanished from your sight. The road was also layered with so
much ice that it was almost certain that one would land on their back after a 2-minutes’
walk. Every Sunday, Grandma would go to this beautiful church, and this routine always
continued weekly until one Sunday she fell onto the ground while walking down this thick
ice road, caused a cerebral hemorrhage. For a while, I took great care of her and helped her
recover. While she’s healthy now and can walk again, I never forgot the visual imagery of
that icy road. It was really the impetus for a terrible event in my life and I recognize that
ever since, I have become more visually aware of my surroundings. It was almost as if the
great ice covered road that I encountered since elementary school became ingrained into
2

my head the importance of observing visual cues from a very young age.

Shortly after, my family and I moved south to Shanghai where honestly, I felt like I was
enclosed in a jail like cell. At this point of my life, I had also hit a more rebellious phase, and
had gotten myself in more trouble at school. While I was always popular among the
students in Harbin, in Shanghai, I felt an aching loneliness. To make matters worse, I moved
to Shanghai at the start of the national “Mandarin Promotion Campaign”, which forced kids in
the class to curb their habit of speaking Shanghainese. This was a predicament because at
the time, I spoke Shanghainese much more proficiently than Mandarin. Making the situation
even worse, most of the teachers would speak Mandarin, which severely limited my ability
to learn course concepts. To place the difficult situation in much greater context, my father
had to commute for his job between Harbin and Shanghai. It almost became a routine that
I’d wake up with a note left on the table that said “Daddy will be back within half a month”.
My mother on the other hand, was striving to adapt in new company. With my parent’s new
career in Shanghai, they barely had enough time for themselves, not to mention providing
the same level of attention to my education as they did back in Harbin. There were points in
time when I wondered, “How could you bring me to a new city without your being around?”
Despite this, I have this chapter of my life to be extremely thankful for, as it forced me to
grow up independently and to learn on my own. I learned from a very young age the power
of visual learning. While improving my language skills in Shanghai, I instead turned to a
visual-based learning process in order to conceptualize complicated course materials. I
3

remember drawing graphs, shapes, and even abstract art in order to help me understand
mathematical proofs. With these methods, I went from being one of the worst students in
the class to one of the best within several weeks. The power of visual-based learning in
education was apparent to me from a very young age and I am fortunate enough to have
adopted this perspective on my own.

At this time, I was also dedicated to the discovery of my mother’s book collection rather
than the enthrallment of internet and online games. I was thoroughly engrossed in books
such as Le Rouge et le Noir, How The Steel Was Tempered, Little Women, Gone with The Wind, BOULE DE
SUIF, and Jane Eyre. I sponged up every detail written in these great literary works. While my

reading speed was always fast and I covered a broad range of subjects, the reason I loved
reading books was that it allowed me to enrich my imagination. The words on the books
were well crafted, but the real magic was turning words into visual imagery in my mind.
Slowly, I began to craft my own stories and even internalized important literary concepts.
Although many times, I wasn't able to understand or feel 100% what were behind the words
and the sentences, the ability to place myself in the fantasy stories created by the book was
an incredible experience for me. These books helped me improve my visualization process
and were invaluable tools for me in my future learning process. Later on, the memories of
these books would come rushing back, sparked by a photography or visual cue. These small
details recalled from literature I read when I was a child really served as strong evidence for
the power of visual learning.
4

Time flew by quickly and a year later, I left school in Pudong district in Shanghai and
started a new study in the HongKou district. While it was in the same city, I might as well
have been in a different country because I was a complete stranger in this new location.
Different districts in Shanghai had different cultural and educational systems, which made
the situation more complicated as I had just started junior high school. Once again, I was
thrust into a position where I had to adapt and learn quickly. The academic pressure began
again from almost the first day of junior high school. What our class teacher always
repeated was “if you don't make the tier one senior high school, you don't stand a chance of
getting into the tier one university in Shanghai; if you don't make the tier one university in
Shanghai, you can only go to other cities’ universities, which will make you less advantaged
that those stayed in Shanghai.” That speech buzzed daily in my head 24 hours every day.
Despite this academic pressure, my introduction (and eventual love) of art started in junior
high school. I was actually inspired by my Chinese literature teacher to learn art. During the
last semester in junior high school, we had this little study group of 20 students who were
good at literary writing but not necessarily artistic polish. Our Chinese teacher actually let us
attend his advanced study session where there were no true academic assignments. Time
was spent reading the book we wanted and just a visualization of the book in one piece of
art form would be required as an assignment afterwards. Every Thursday night was heavenly
as I was not only able to continue my love for reading, but my ability to actually now turn
words into dazzling visuals on paper, as I have been doing in my mind for all these years. It
was here that I realized my imagination was evolving and words couldn't meet the needs of
5

bringing my ideas and visuals to reality. I quickly realized that I felt closer to the characters
and had a better understanding for advanced literary themes/plots after actually creating a
visual of these works. I realized the power of storytelling from one picture. It endorsed me a
new perspective on the ability to not only learn through visuals, but also even to teach them
as well. This class was the first spark for my passion in drawing and photography.
However, despite my rapid improvement in utilizing art to visually represent literary
themes, it is important to note that my national exams were mostly science-based. For the
greater cause of pursuing academic performances of students, art classes were replaced by
science and math courses. Weekend time was occupied by study sessions and my book
reading sessions were unfortunately over. As a 14-year old kid, I was essentially “locked” up
for 15 hours a day, 7 days a week in preparation for my national exams. Even the enormous
pressure, my ability to use a visual learning process at a young age never faded. I was able
to use visual techniques to memorize complex mathematical formulas, which significantly
helped me in my exams and even a decade later, helped me ace my graduate level exams in
America.

Despite the massive preparation for China’s university entrance exams, my life took
another sharp turn. When I was 15, my parents’ career changed once again and I moved to
the United States. It is important to note that the United States learning system was much
more visually-based. Different from having a successful academic run in China, its formulaic
and abstract-based learning system was a mismatch between my learning style. I remember
6

that during my orientation interview for high school, a counselor asked me about my extra
curriculum activities, which I found embarrassing to tell the truth as I have always just
learned to study and prepare for exams without any true hobbies. This was the point where
I took up photography and art as my primary hobbies.

The power of Photography
At this point, three friends and I went to Hong Kong for our middle school graduation
trip. I got my first camera during the trip, and so began my entry into the world of
photography. I remember looking back on these photos with fondness, because these
photos helped me relive my experiences abroad in Hong Kong. I had realized that these
photos stimulated and helped me revisit experiences that could never been learned without
being there in person. This retrieval not only included vibrant visual details but also
stimulated intangible aspects such as the mood in the air on those summer nights. I was
able to start a photography club in my American high school where I managed to find a
group of friends who shared the same enthusiasm for photography and we actively
practiced our skills. We went on field trips and took photos over weekends, and we even
staged a small collaborative exhibition of our photography. This initially casual relationship
with photography turned into a deep connection between me and the environment. The
action of making photographs helps me to observe the new environment in a fast pace. I
got involved with the foreign environment sooner than I have ever done. By the meanwhile,
I realized that I developed a thesis in my photographs. I had pursued photos that I could
7

relate to in my past. Images such as icy roads, which has been so significant in my
childhood, or natural environments such as mountains, lakes, and deserts, that played such
a significant role in my imagination when I was reading. These details embedded within the
visuals formed my identity and allowed me to see the world differently than others. I
realized that photography was a bridge not only to my inner self, but to the faded
memories. Through photography, I find the power to remember both significant moments
(such as my grandma’s accident) as well as the more frivolous subjects such as fantasies
crafted out of the books I had read. In any case, accessing these images through
photography gave me the ability to recall even the faintest details from stories that I had
read since elementary school. Photography’s power in accessing the imagination and
retrieving memories formed the basis of my teaching process.

Apart from the creative nature of photography, fundamental rules exist in the field.
Parameters relating to positioning, lighting, and even processing need to be followed in order
to excel in photography. However, the process of creating is meant to be with as few limitations
as possible. Achieving proficiency sometimes may limit one’s pursuit of infinite creativity. Thus,
from a very young age, I learned the balance between proficiency and capacity of creativity. In
this sense, I am able to recognize photographs that best exemplify both creativity and
proficiency. That in itself it’s a threshold to understanding the meanings expressed by
photographs. Some photographs may be taken for purely creative purposes, while others to
demonstrate specific skillsets. To relate this back to education, the recognition of intent in
8

visuals is important when conceptualizing a particular set of images. For example,
understanding the purpose behind certain historical images goes a long way in learning about
the context behind when the photos were taken.

The Vibration of Imagery
While my photographic skills progressed nicely, I simultaneously began to develop my
drawing abilities. It felt satisfying to spend time creating images from scratch, rather than just
imagining or taking pictures of them. I spent a considerable amount of time drawing and filling
hundreds of sheets of paper with vibrant imagery generated purely by my imagination. I was
drawn to the feeling of turning my ideas and thoughts into art. I actually believed this original
work contained its own soul and story. It was here where I truly realized the power of one’s
personal connection to art. Soon, in all of my classes, I began to use drawing to understand
almost any complex concept that was hard to memorize. I realized that my personal connection
with creating an image helped me develop a close connection with the underlying concept that
it meant to represent. For example, in mathematics, I would often come to a fast understanding
complicated geometric proofs by drawing out the graphical renditions of proofs. In any case,
with being involved with the actual creation process behind visuals, I was able to create my
own personal relationship with proofs. In the process of creating this association, I was able to
review and conceptualize the points that were taught in the class. What seemed so abstract
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spoken from the teacher became familiar after I turned it into my own visual representation of
that idea.
I came to the States nine years ago from China. It was during this time when I first
realized the difference between educational systems in the United States and in China. In
China, educational utilitarianism caused by the conflict between an extremely large
population and limited educational resources results in a continuing limitation of cognition,
critical thinking and creativity. The education in China revolves more around regurgitating
knowledge, rather than creative and inspiring learning. This phenomenon is often criticized
as stifling Chinese students’ creative capacity. Despite this, Chinese students are often
applauded for their memory and intuitive understanding of complex concepts from just
academic teachings. As mentioned above, I have had the privilege of experiencing both
educational systems and have developed strong opinions on the efficacy of visualizationbased techniques to learn in both systems. In the next chapter, I will use scientific evidence
to show how photography and use of visuals stir higher learning efficiencies by acting as a
strong conduit for communication and internalization of academic and abstract concepts. I
will also present how do I implant the importance of finding the balance between
proficiency and capacity of creativity into teaching philosophy while I'm trying to pursue my
MA degree.
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CHAPTER TWO:
The Power of Imagery and Photography
Literature Review
Even though I learned the majority of my knowledge on photography in the States, my
experiences with photography and its influence on my learning process started since I was
born. Our visual learning journey begins from birth. As babies, we immediately start
understanding the world around us through visuals. For example, face perception, even
before language, serves as the basis for a large portion of human social exchange and
learning process. A multitude of information can be gleaned from a single glance of
someone’s face, such as their identity, emotional state, intention, their focal point of
attention, and many others. Neuropsychological research revealed that a network of areas
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in our brain are specifically reserved for supporting these visual skills.2

It is important to notice that the Chinese language is the most visual-based language in
the world. The Chinese language is based on a symbolic system. Studies have shown that in
order to achieve functional literacy in written Chinese, you must recognize more than
thousand characters.3 What’s even more interesting is that Mandarin (Chinese’s official
language) is becoming the universal iconic language. As Xu Bing, renowned Chinese artist
stated in his publication Book from the Ground, the Chinese language tells stories through
symbols common in our contemporary experiences and is the link between characters and
visual communication. It is important to note that Mandarin originated from a pictogrambased written system, where characters were derived from actual representations of real
life objects. For example, the Chinese character for “mountain” looks very similar to an
actual mountain and is designed to intuitively evoke the image of the mountain. Research
shows that Chinese kids have to memorize hundreds of these characters at a very young
age in order to communicate efficiently. These characters often serve as a strong
reinforcement for concepts and objects encountered in the real world.4 This is a stark
contrast to how western languages are based in only handful of letters. Perhaps this lower
variation in letters does not provide as strong of a conduit for exercising one’s memory as a

2

Leopold D.(2010 August). A Comparative View of Face Perception. Retrieved from
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2998394/
3
Norman 1988, P.73
4
Chen H. (1992). Language Processing in Chinese, Retrieved from book Language Processing in Chinese
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picture-based system. It is a strong illustration to how picture-based learning can not only
neurologically help train one’s memory at an early age, but also reiterate concepts/objects
by internalizing them in everyday communication.5

In order to show photography’s significance in education, we must first prove that it
can be used as an appropriate form of communication between teachers and student and
its essence is subject to interpretation, as learning is a subjective process. Photography is a
visual language that shares many important characteristics with verbal language in both
communicative and structural elements.6 While many people believe photography as
objective pieces of art and representations of fact rather than a communication, I see art as
containing significant interpretative value. Many photographs are imbued with meaning,
and most importantly, photographs evoke different emotions, reasoning, and/or thoughts
from different people, similar to language, which may consist of vocabulary with set
definitions but still hold much interpretative value. I do not see photo prints as only a
documentary of what you’ve seen, but as true reflection of the characters’ status, emotions
and feelings. For this same reason, when I shoot photography, I actually prefer a
conversation with them before I start taking photographs. I often tell my subjects to relax
when I press the shutter, just think about their story instead of posing as a model. I often
allow my take on their personality and stories to influence my photography style – weaving

5
6

Paivio A. Mental Imagery in Associative Learning and Memory Psychological Review Vol. 76, No. 3
Moran, Tegano, “Moving Towards Visual Literacy: Photography as a Language of Teacher Inquiry”
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in their own backgrounds along with my own personal interpretations as a photographer
automatically makes the photograph of a subjective essence.

From high school to college, we often had many classes with all different types of
subjects. The contents of each class varied significantly from mathematics to literature.
Despite this large variety, it was very often that I would feel related to these subjects. Every
time I learned about a new concept or subject, I would try to match the image up in my
head with it (oftentimes I would seek to capture such images if possible). For example,
while learning about precipitation and condensation in chemistry class, I often matched
these two concepts up with the image of condensation on a grass blade in an early morning.
This was an image that I had captured many years ago just for the beauty of the moment
but it had been imprinted in my mind and had allowed me to better understand a difficult
chemistry concept at the time. The routine of utilizing photography to help me understand
academic teachings really enriched my learning experience. In fact, Dr.Kouyoumdjian stated
on Psychology Today that visuals are concrete and easier to remember than words, which
are more abstract and thus more difficult for the brain to retain.7 There is many research
that show how visual cues such as photography can help humans better retrieve and
remember information.

7

Haig Kouyoumdjian, Ph.D., “Learning Through Visuals”, Psychology Today July 2012
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Biologically, it is very logical that visuals make better mediums to learn concepts as our
brain is predominantly an image processor. It is important to state that much of our sensory
cortex is mean to be used for vision and not so much for words. This makes a lot of sense as
perhaps traditional characters in the western language need an extra step to be processed
into images and then reprocessed into a concept to be understood. Whereas, a picturebased language may not need to be heavily processed into an image, allowing the brain to
skip a step in the processing phase. There is an important study that illustrates this. One
study directed one group of students to remember three groups, “Dog”, “Bike”, and
“Street”. For another group of students, researchers asked them to remember the topics
but with visual associations instead. The group of students who remembered with visual
cues had much better recall results on a longitudinal basis.8 The conclusion of this study
shows that visual associations not only are helpful in the recall process, but may be the
most optimal way to learn.

But what about learning more subjectively measured topics such as social and cultural
events? For students learning about history, it is particularly hard to gain a strong grasp of
the significance behind some historical/cultural events, especially without context. A
publication showed that community photography as a form of direct education on these
subjects proved effectively. As written by Su Braden in Committing Photography (1983), she

8
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said that

To teach those who do not yet know to learn in their own terms it is first
necessary for the teacher to learn from the pupil about the pupil’s own culture.
In this way the pupil perceives that what is being offered is not a new culture,
but a tool with which it will be possible to express the reality of the culture
world he or she knows.9

With this excerpt, Braden shows that art itself can be provided as a tool to express or even
connect others to culture. This connection with other points made across this thesis – art
has the ability to communicate and reach others in a way words cannot. Thus, visuals such
as art are beneficial as enhancers to traditional teaching methods.

In addition, besides the overwhelming scientific evidence of visuals and photography
helping the learning process, we can rely upon the changing technology landscape to
deduce that technology relating to visuals and photography, often called vision technology,
which is gaining more and more popularity. There has been an increasing amount of funding
for vision technologies that operate in the education sector. Vision technology encompasses
any application that creates, filters, manages, displays, and/or distributes visual data as well
as images. While in the past, vision technology has been lackluster; there has been an
increasing amount of venture capital firms now focusing on vision technology that is built
for optimizing educational processes for both students and teachers in the class. These
9

Su Braden, Committing Photography (London: Pluto Press, 1983).
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technologies couple computer vision with machine learning and are backed by top venture
firms such as Sequoia Capital, Andreessen Horowitz, Y Combinator, New Enterprise
Associates, Lightspeed Capital, among many others. To give a few case application
examples, vision tech was considered the mass use of the iPads in schools a decade ago to
facilitate learning for the students in the class. 20 years ago, the digital projector was one of
the most influential pieces of vision technology to hit the class, allowing teachers to project
images more accurately and efficiently than using an antiquated chalkboard. In the present,
teachers effortlessly project mathematical equations that punched in from a tablet in their
class. Nowadays, with the advent of machine learning technology and artificial intelligence,
image technology has become considerably better. Incumbent data companies such as the
Google Brain have made super-resolution image tech that makes zooming and
enhancement capabilities that were only imaginations of movies.10 A prime example of the
importance of image technology in education is its use in training medical professionals.
New visual methodologies have allowed students in medical schools to stimulate operations
via hologram or even just on 2D visuals models of the human anatomy. These visuals allow
for greater and more efficient practice in the class. Instead of relying on textbooks and
abstract imagery, visual technology increases engagement for student and oftentimes
allows them to internalize and make sense of more complex topics.

10

Anthony S. Google Brain Super-Resolution Image Tech makes “Zoom, enhance!” real. Retrieved on 2/7/17 from
https://arstechnica.com/information-technology/2017/02/google-brain-super-resolution-zoom-enhance/
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INVESTIGATION
My teaching philosophy is related to the contents aforementioned. My core teaching
principle is to inspire. For my students, being perceptive and being trustworthy are
necessary characteristics. Every student has his or her own style and personality and, when
the basic skills are acquired, it is of vital importance that his or her directions are not
restricted, forced or twisted. Gaining trust is critical in the relationship between a lecturer
and a student. Being trusted by a student will allow the teacher student exchange to move
forward together through receptivity, input and revision.

When I was working as Teaching Assistant in MassArt, I was in charge of providing
assistance for the 24x20 polaroid class. Due to the end of the production, the limited
amount of negatives brought a lot of pressure during the process of the shooting, and I
could feel the timidity and hesitation of those young photographers through their gestures
and expression. To ease the tension, I shared my experience in the studio with them and
gave them some tips about the lighting set up and tried my best to soothe the anxiety and
nervousness they had under the pressure. It went well, they managed to overcome the
obstacles and produced photographs with quality.

As an educator, it is challenging but essential to keep a balance between pressuring our
students for their brighter development and relieving the pressure while they are
struggling. It is most certain that at the beginning when students work on their own
18

projects, they will be in doubt and confusion. Feedback is extremely valuable during this
period, as it not only plays the part as an opportunity to evaluate the effort students have
put on, but also becomes appreciative of the art work and opinion sharing by two artists.

Education is an opportunity to learn new things and become inspired. My idea is to
provide all the opportunities I can through a variety of approaches to stimulate their
interests while they are absorbing the basic knowledge. Extensive reading, art work
appreciation, introduction of basic knowledge, all those included in my future course are
aids for the future inspiration. However, I found that the application of visual information is
to help students become more connected and motivated about the subject at hand.11

In addition, the purpose of my teaching style focuses around improving students’
creativity. My teaching philosophy is that art, such as photography, is subject to people’s
interpretation, and is often difficult to find the “best” piece of photography, even among
amateur-level photographers. Thus, I wish to give my students the greatest amount of
opportunities to open up their minds to different perspectives on photography. In order to
do this, I have students illustrate their work in front of the whole class during the critique
session. Critiques in the class occur weekly. Students need to pin-up work before class start.
Each student will have 10-15 minutes to illustrate his or her work. All students are expected

11

Beeland W. Student Engagement, Visual Learning and Technology: Can Interactive Whiteboards Help? Retrieved
from: https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/f43b/717b23fd3525d859e45ad38d3914e8955a52.pdf
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to participate throughout the in-class critique. Each critique, students need to be focused
on how the peer create the light set-up; how to make the lighting set-up more effective.
The aim of weekly critique is to help students to develop their skills with studio lights and
inspire each other. Inserted below is my full syllabus that provides context on my teaching
style.

20

CHAPTER THREE:
Imagery and photography interact with
education in different ways
Neighborhood Alphabet Book Art Project
There have been several cases of classes that have relied solely on the power of
photography to provide a high level of education. For example, an instructor at San Diego
State University provided no requisite textbook for her graduate students. She only
requested access to a camera. She stated that the purpose of this unusual teaching
methodology was to focus on an experience-based and student-centered learning process.
The results from this class were fascinating. This methodology was successful in improving
creativity and imagination. In a seminar, this instructor taught other teachers this method of
being student-centric and creative-driven with photography. The photo book project, which
21

is one of the class exercises, helped create opportunities for teachers to practice inquirybased and student-centered learning first hand. Remarkably, teacher reported that they
learned a tremendous amount about using photography to convey messages. Thus, the
project not only improved creativity, but innovate unusual paths to develop literacy skills.12
This further strengthens the use of photography as a form of communication and it can
reinforce intention/communication between two parties. Finally, similar to my own photosharing exercises, teachers’ engagement in the Neighborhood Alphabet Book allowed
students to share photography and form a community-owned art project. This assignment
helped students identify with the school community much better. The project helped
provide new ideas and clarified any misconception, but more importantly, it made teachers
more aware of their school communities and heightened their ability to communicate what
they wanted to share. Thus, the use of photography has a place for educating younger
students and influencing teachers when it comes to communication as well as teaching
methodologies.

Now there is education as defined from the academic sense, and then education from a
personal growth perspective. From a traditional student’s view on school, there was an
interesting research that showed that introducing younger learners to artistic expression is

12

Capello M., Photography for Teacher Preparation in Literacy: Innovations in Instruction, Issues in Teacher
Education, Spring 2011
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largely important in developing one’s sense of personal and collective agency.13
Photography has shown that it can provide an active means of engagement and creative
expression for children and youth. Perhaps even more importantly, research shows that
digital photography has positive effects on encouraging youth to explore both educational
and life goals. Both educator and scholars have shown that arts play a significant role in
allowing children from all backgrounds to become creative, socially-aware thinkers.14

Science research Project
Research has also showed how public visuals such as art pieces, murals, montages, and
displays commissioned in schools can actually reinforce educational authority, encourage
critical thinking, and raise social consciousness among secondary school students.
Furthermore, onside- public art has been shown to incite viewers to actually question about
how such art can be made in and out of the classroom, and strengthens emotional and
cultural literacy.15Art, especially photography, is often a stimulant due to its interpretative
nature. The process of visualizing art calls for the visualizer to put him/herself in a first
person perspective, which decreases mediacy. The term “mediacy” was coined by F.K. Stanzel
and who describes the fact that a piece of art, such as literature, is mediated by the narrator’s
discourse in two ways. 1) The story is told through a narrator who is the story. We can call this

13

Ali A, Ph.D., “Youth Empowerment and the Digital Representation of self: lessons from the PhotoCLUB project”
Bae, 2004; Rufo, 2012
15
Kasia A. Ozga (2016), Effects of Photography-Based Public Art on the School Environment, Studies in Art
Education, 57:3, 203-220
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“teller-mode”. 2) Mediation is apparently occluded by a direct, un-mediated presentation of the
story through the consciousness of a reflector.16 We call this “reflector-mode”. In reflector mode,
the watchers understand the tale through the eyes of a character and the presence of a
narrator/operator (the cameraman) is masked. Creating the perception of unmediated
expression is important when enhancing the communication of genuine state of mind. This can
be analogized to the difference between POV (Point of View) camera angle and non-POV
camera angles in cinematography. In POV camera angles, the audience sees the world directly
from the character’s eyes without seeing the character from a third person standpoint; in nonPOV camera shots, the audience sees the character from a third person standpoint. In other
words, learning through visuals is significantly better because visualization places one in better
position to connect with what is being expressed.

In addition, more research shows that the act of taking personal photography and
collecting digital artefacts can boost engagement and self-reflection. With personal
photography, particularly with recordings of life events, digital artifacts cue not only just the
facts and details of the past events, but also associated subjective, sensory, and emotional
memory.17 This research perfectly applies to my anecdotal reflection back on photography
from my past life events. For example, my photos from Hong Kong not only allowed me to

16

Stanzel, Franz K. (19171), Narrative Situations in the Novel: Tom Jones, Moby-Dick, The Ambassadors, Ulysses.
Bloomington: Indiana UP
17
Fawns T., Lessons from Personal Photography: The Digital Disruption of Selectivity and Reflection, University of
Edinburgh
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remember details, but also emotions and more subjective elements found from my
experiences in Hong Kong (all positive memories). Whereas, taking photographs of icy roads
and snowy landscapes drives me to reflect back on the time when my grandma hurt herself
on ice, and allows me to retrieve the negative emotions and thinking process that I went
through as a child. The power of photography as a time machine is quite evident here, as it
allows us to remember and revisit intense emotions of our lives. Ultimately, reliving past
experiences gives us a deeper understanding of ourselves and offers an opportunity for
stronger self-reflection.

Public Art on School Environment
Research studies have shown that exposing students to repeated photography can help
students gain a greater cultural understanding of new locations, ever for just a short stay
abroad. Scholars provide five specific steps for educators to enhance study abroad
experience by increasing student’s cultural interaction to increase their level of cultural
understanding.18 This research can be extended to students who recently moved abroad.
This theory ties in heavily with my own childhood of moving around. As somebody who has
always perpetually “studied abroad” in different environments, I have definitely found that
the use of photography, in particular to show cultural differences, would go a long way in
helping me adapt to the new environment. Recent statistics have shown that length of
18
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study abroad programs are becoming shorter and shorter on average for United States
universities. Research experiments centered around the effect that shorter stay abroad can
have on a student’s cultural understanding. If students have little proficiency in the local
language, they are less likely to understand local cultures.19 Thus, because study abroad
programs have grown shorter every year, there is a need for creative methods to increase
one’s cultural understanding within a shorter time frame. Their research shows that repeat
photography can overcome many of the limitations and exert better cultural
understandings than those who have longer stays but no repeat photography. This shows
that the very use of taking photos, processing photos, and keeping them instill a sort of
personal bond with photo, which serves as a gateway to the memory of the experience. The
use of photography here assists the access to one’s inner thoughts at the moment of
capturing the photo. This study highlights the ability of photography to improve education
at the classroom level, but also for non-technical facets such as culture.

Research also shows that the students’ reactions, perceptions and attitudes toward
visual subjects trigger emotions, including violence, suffering, identity. This results in
greater potential for promoting critical educational discourse. Results have shown that
photographs containing these difficult topics make for effective discussion in educational

19
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context may spur personal healing and growth.20 Although this may not be a traditional
form of education taught in classroom, it is essential for individual growth of a student.

Thus, it is obvious that photography provides compelling value in terms of bolstering
the imagination and creative process. It serves as such an effective medium for certain
subjects due to its interpretative nature. A photo is considered both art and a form of
communication due to its ability to hold personal value to each user. Thus, because of this,
it can trigger both memories and emotions; it can remind us of detailed events of the past;
and most importantly, it can serve as an impetus for self-reflection, which is an essential
portion of learning about oneself.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this thesis highlights the importance of visuals and photography as
significant enhancers in the learning process for students of all ages. I have provided both
scientific and anecdotal evidence that illustrates a compelling impact of imagery and
photography on academic education and personal development for students. Photography is
often a medium for exercising creativity and self-reflection. As an activity, photography often
stimulates my imagination while allowing me to exercise my skillsets (timing, lighting, etc.) in
order to take the perfect shot. Imagery has played an important part of my life and I was
fortunate enough to develop a visual-based learning process at a very young age. As a child that

20
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grew up very independently and had to constantly adapt to new situations, I was pushed to
utilize visual-based techniques to not only understand complex concepts in mathematics at a
young age, but also to develop other skills such as reading comprehension.

I believe that visual-based learning and photography should be taught at a very young
age in school. While I have presented solid evidence and a strong case for photography and
imagery being enhancers, I think there is more that we can do in terms of evolving traditional
learning process to a more visual-based system. Right now, especially in countries overseas,
education systems are rather antiquated and still grounded by abstract learning. However, I
recommend discovering new ways to create a better learning process that is centered around
imagery and imagery-guided methodologies. As mentioned in Chapter two, technology has
grown at such a rapid pace that vision technology and artificial intelligence is on the brink of
disrupting the education. These new technologies serve to improve the photography
experience and can create a myriad of learning opportunities in the field. I believe we should
embrace this new revolution; perhaps then we can finally develop an educational system that is
optimal to us.
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Appendix I
Lighting Effecting Picture Making: How a Light Source ChangeS Your Picture
Proposed class
Faculty: Dandi Li (dli01@risd.edu)
Rhode Island School of Design
Photography Department, Division of Fine Arts
Instructional method: Studio
Elective, Intro level photo class required
No prerequisites
Academic level: Undergraduate
Credits: 3.00
Monday, 1:10-6:10 p.m.
Lab fee: $300
Lab deposit: $100
Estimated materials fee: $150
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Different lighting setup will bring different atmospheres to the same photograph; same
composition different lighting set up can easily turn a Caravaggio painting into a Fragonard
painting. Lighting setup can be a magic wand but it can also be very dangerous. Flashlight
can easily destroy a self-portrait; I believe we all share the same awkward experience. It can
also wash out the depth of the photos, make it into a very flat picture.
This course is aiming to introduce the various strategies of lighting set up. During the first
half of the semester, students are expected to learn how to use strobe with soft box,
diffuser, umbrella, grids, etc. Once new method has been taught, students are required to
practice and bring in 2 photographs using the new method. Also, successful photographers
will be assigned to each student to give a short presentation for every week. The second
half of the semester, students are required to combined different lighting setup strategies
to get the effects instructor assigned them to get. For the final project, students will be
encouraged to design their own lighting setup.
Theory explanation and artist presentation will be applied through the course. Students are
expected to produce and show new photographs weekly for observation.

To experiment various strategies for lighting set-up with weekly deadlines
To understand of how light sources may change a photograph’s atmosphere
To generate students diversity of ways to create their work about their artist statements
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To synthesize their photo galleries by assigning them different photographer research and
presentation weekly

A. Be adept at assembling studio lights individually
B. Be capable of using continuing lights, strobes and flash in various ways
C. Combine different light sources and create their own design of light atmosphere
D. Investigate on successful photographers’ work, achievement in growth strategies

A. Demonstrations of various studios lighting set-up
B. Slide lectures of different methods and techniques to achieve different light atmosphere
C. Examine students’ understanding of techniques by producing new work weekly
D. Design a light atmosphere and develop a serious photograph towards the design
E. Produce in-class presentation each class by assigning students relevant photographers

Understanding on technical functions of camera and lighting set up. 15%
Final Portfolio of Work. 45%
Class attendance and Participation. 20%
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Completion of Weekly Assignments. 20%
Students who attend every class, participate in class critiques, and complete the
assignments on time and with good quality can expect a B-, B, or B+. Superior students’
performance based on the same criteria can expect and A-, or A. C+ and below are reserved
for students who don’t measure up in terms of attendance, class participation, and/or
quality of work.

Critique in this class will occur weekly. Students need to pin-up work before class start. Each
student will have 10-15 minutes to illustrate his or her work. All students are expected to
participate through out the in-class critique. Each critique, students need to be focus on
how does the peer create the light set-up; in what way can make the lighting set-up more
effective. The aim of weekly critique is to help students to develop their skill, make them
more capable with studio lights and inspiring each other.

REVIEW SYLLABUS
SLIDE LECTURE:
Different kinds of light sources

OPEN LAB TIME:
o

Demonstrate how to assemble studio lights
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o

Divide students into groups, group practice of lighting equipment assembling in
class will be applied.

OBJECTIVE:
•

Briefly introduce examples of the types of studio lighting we will explore through
the semester

•

Navigation of Light settings, mainly focus on assemble process

ASSIGNMENTS

ü Successful photographers will be assigned to each student to give a short presentation for the
following 3 weeks (Round 1)

HAVE FIVE STUDENTS’ GIVING 5-10 MINUTES’ PRESENTATION
SLIDE LECTURE:
How can continuing light effect a photograph?

TECHNICAL DEMONSTRATION
1 Continuing light assemble with soft box, umbrella, diffuser or grids

OPEN LAB TIME:
o

Have students set up continuing light

o

Divide students into groups to examine the difference between different Lighting props

OBJECTIVE:
•

Familiarize the use of one continuing light and all props that can be applied on it

•

Distinguish different effects that different props will apply to the photograph

•

Learn more strategies and methods from presentation
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ASSIGNMENTS
ü Shoot 2 images and correctly expose them in each new light setting-up method we
demonstrated in class. 8 pictures are expected for the following week.

HAVE FIVE STUDENTS GIVING 5-10 MINUTES PRESENTATION
CRITIQUE OF STUDENT WORK
TECHNICAL DEMONSTRATION
2 Continuing light assemble with soft box, umbrella, diffuser or grids

OPEN LAB TIME:
o

Students take turns to use camera taking photos

o

Students experiment with different lighting set ups

OBJECTIVE:
•

Awareness of various photographers who work with people as their subject

•

Exploration towards a preferred method of light using

•

Familiarity with one strobe and the ability to use it

ASSIGNMENTS
ü Arrange light sources in different compositions and direction, 10 pictures are expected for the
following week.

WEEK 4 - INTRODUCTION TO STROBE
HAVE FIVE STUDENTS GIVING SHORT PRESENTATION
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CRITIQUE OF STUDENT WORK
SLIDE LECTURE:
How does strobes work and how will it effect an photograph?

TECHNICAL DEMONSTRATION:
1 strobe assemble with diffuser, grids, soft box or umbrella

OPEN LAB TIME:
o

Students take turns to use camera taking photos

o

Students experiment with different lighting set ups

OBJECTIVE:
•

Enhance students’ research skills in order to expand their creative diversity

•

Exploration towards a preferred method of light using

•

Familiarity with one strobe and ability to use it in various methods

ASSIGNMENTS
ü Shoot 2 images correctly exposed in each new light setting up method we demonstrated in
class. 8 pictures are expected for next week.
ü Each student chooses one photographer who is relevant to the student’s current work and
prepare for the second round presentation

WEEK 5 - INTRODUCTION TO COMBINE MULTIPLE STROBES
HAVE FIVE STUDENTS GIVING SHORT PRESENTATION
CRITIQUE OF STUDENT WORK
TECHNICAL DEMONSTRATION
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2 strobes set up with diffuser, grids, umbrella and soft box

OBJECTIVE:
•

Exploration towards a preferred method of light using

•

Familiarity with two strobe and ability to use it in various methods

ASSIGNMENTS
ü Arrange light sources in different compositions and direction, 10 pictures are expected for next
week.

WEEK 6 - INTRODUCTION TO SMALL PROPS

HAVE FIVE STUDENTS GIVING SHORT PRESENTATION
CRITIQUE OF STUDENT WORK
SLIDE LECTURE:
Flash, reflector and small props can make big difference

OPEN Lab Time
o

Base on the skills that students are already familiar with, arrange small props to see how will
that effect photographs

OBJECTIVE:
•

Familiarity with different lighting tools and ability to use it in various methods

•

Observation of more methods of light using
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ASSIGNMENTS
ü Arrange light sources in different compositions and direction, 10 pictures are expected for next
week.

WEEK 7 - MIX LIGHT SOURCES, LAB DAY

HAVE FIVE STUDENTS GIVING SHORT PRESENTATION
CRITIQUE OF STUDENT WORK
SLIDE LECTURE:
What different effects might be applied on photos while different methods mixed up together in
one photograph

OPEN LAB TIME:
o

Students take turns to experiment different methods and help each other

O BJECTIVE :
•

Exploration towards a preferred method of light using

•

Generate own style of light using and create strategies of making photos in designed
atmosphere

A SSIGNMENTS
ü Arrange light sources in different compositions and directions, 10 pictures are expected for the
following week.
ü Each student chooses one lighting style that draws them the most and search 10 good photos in
that style, photos can be made by different photographers. Prepare for a 10-15 minutes’
presentation. (Round 3)
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ü Think about the final project directions and start to write artist statement draft

WEEK 8 - INDIVIDUAL MEETING/ OPEN STUDIO TIME

Have five students giving presentation
Individually discuss the last assignments’ techniques and go through every print. Talk
about strategies that can be applied for students’ final projects.
Make prints in digital lab or shoot more photos in classroom with peers.
OBJECTIVE
•

Identify strengths and weaknesses of understanding of lighting set up methods
taught/applied/introduced in the past half semester

•

Interpret a draft statement for the final project

ASSIGNMENTS
ü Continue to write your statement.
ü Make new prints for the final critique

WEEK 9 - OPEN STUDIO TIME

HAVE FIVE STUDENTS GIVING PRESENTATION

MAKE PRINTS IN DIGITAL LAB OR SHOOT MORE PHOTOS IN CLASSROOM WITH PEERS
OBJECTIVE
•

Interpret a draft statement for the final project
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•

Assignments

•

Continue to write your statement.

ASSIGNMENT
ü Make new prints about the final critique

WEEK 10 - LOOKING AT PHYSICAL PRINTS

REVIEW NEW PHOTOGRAPHS. FIFTEEN (15) MINUTES ALLOWED FOR EACH STUDENT.
LOOK AT THE EXAMPLES OF PHOTOGRAPHERS WHO USE VARIOUS LIGHTING RESOURCES
DEMONSTRATE MORE STRATEGIES OF COMBINE DIFFERENT LIGHTING SET UP
OBJECTIVE
•

Identify strengths and weaknesses of understanding of lighting set up methods

•

taught/ applied/introduced in the past half semester

•

Interpret a draft statement for the final project

ASSIGNMENTS
ü Continue to write your statement.
ü Make new prints about the final critique

WEEK 11 - INDIVIDUAL MEETING/ DEVELOP A SERIOUS OF PICTURES

INDIVIDUALLY DISCUSS PROPOSED EDITS FOR FINAL CRITIQUE AND STATEMENT
MAKE PRINTS IN THE DIGITAL PRINTING LABS
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OBJECTIVE:
•

Receive feedbacks on edits and statement

•

Prepare prints for final review
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